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We report the results of a vacuum ultraviolet (VIJV) study of single crystal and polycrystalline
AlN over the range 4-40 eV and compare these with theoretical optical properties calculated
from first principles using an orthogonalized linear combination of atomic orbit& in the local
density approximation. The electronic structure of AIN has a two-dimensional (2D) character
indicated by logarithmic divergences at 8.7 and 14 eV. These mark t.he centers of two sets of 2.D
critical points which are associated wit-h N 2p 3 Al 3s transitions and Al = N -+ Al 3p transitions,
respectively. A third feature is centered at 33 eV and associated with N &+A1 3d transitions.

Recent efforts to develop electronic.,’ optical, and
electro-optical’-” components and applications based on
wide band-gap III-V materials have generated considerable
practical interest in the electronic structure of AlN. While
a number of theoretical calculations5m10of the band structure exist, the experimental work”-‘” available for comparison has been limited in either energy range or energy resolution. Extant experimental studies are mostly on thin
films due to the difficulty of growing high-purity bulk crystals of 41N.
Aside from techuological applications, the electronic
structure of AlN is also of fundamental interest. Calculation of the electronic structure of ceramics is a developing
area of theoretical physics and the nitrides are of particular
importance because the bonding is more covalent than in
the oxides. Experimental information about the electronic
structure of AlN provides insight as to how theoretical
models based on oxides should be adapted to covalent ceramics. Quantitative comparison of theory and experiment
affords the best tool for gaining this insight. To this end, we
present our results in terms of analytical critical point
models of the interband transition strength, J,, , for both a
first principles calculation and a vacuum ultraviolet
(VW) optical measurement. Our method emphasizes the
relationship among critical points grouping them into sets
representative of transitions between pairs of bands, while
other recent work” emphasizes individual critical points.
A single crystal (W201), with a thermal conductivity
of 275 W m -’ K-r grown by a modified Bridgman technique,r6 was studied. The oxygen content of the single crystal was 3GO ppm, as previously reported.‘” Polishing with
diamond powders suspended in high-purity dry kerosene
yields an oxide-free surface for reRectance measurements.
Oxidized surfaces give spurious results and were avoided
by nonaqueous polishing. The polished face of the single
crystal was near normal to the c axis.
The VIJV reflectance spectra were obtained with a laser plasma sourced VUV spectrophotometer, described
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elsewhere.9 Above the band gap at 6.2 eV, t.he spectra show
two main features. A sharp peak appears at about 9 eV and
a smaller, somewhat brozder peak appears at about l&15
eV. A small feature also appears at about 35 eV. Small
features below the band gap are due to vacancies. The
single crystal response was found to be representative of
commercial polycrystalline substrates also studied.”
The spectrum was adjustedd,consistent with an index of
jz[ 1.25 eV] = 2.1 A Kramers-Kriinig
(KK) analysi?” recovered the phase information, S[h,\r], and permitted calculation of other optical properties,” including the complex dielectric function shown in Fig. 1.
The energy band structure of AlN was calculated from
first principles, using the orthogonalized linear combination of atomic orbitals (OL.CAOj method with the local
density approximation (LDA j .” The resulting band dia-
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FIG. 1. The imaginary (a) and real (bj parts of the dielectric function
for single crystal AlN with Elc (solid) are compared with those calculated from first principles for Elc (dashtui).
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FIG. 2. The energy hand structure of AIN is shown with the k-space
directions referenced to the Hrillouin zone as shown.

gram and total density of states (DOS) are shown in Fig.
2.
The calculated band gap occurs at the zone center,
&=-4.5 eV. The conduction-band minimum at r has a
simple parabolic shape in all three directions, however, the
valence-band maximum is relatively flat in the r to K and
r to M directions, but falls off sharply in the r to A direction. Thus, the hole effective mass, normalized to the
rest mass of the electron, is nearly an order of magnitude
larger in the basal plane (t?z*=3.52 I---M and 3.40 r-k’)
than in the c-axis direction (irz*=O.30 T-A).
As discussed by Naka# such anisotropy in the bands leads to a
reduction in the dimensionality of the optical response.
Along with similar anisotropies occurring for other band
pairings, this supports the possibility that features in the
reflectance spectra are quasi-two dimensional.
The optical conductivity and matrix elements of momentum were evaIuatcd21”J to determine the optical properties predicted by the first-principles calculation. The
imaginary part of the dielectric function, 2cr/(kv), followed by KK analysis, yielded the complex dielectric function, ~~-tic~, for Elc, as shown in Fig. 1.
?Vith the experimental and theoretical results both in
terms of the complex dielectric function, one can qualitatively compare the two. However, to gain further insight
into how the differences relate to fundamental properties of
the material requires a qzmztitatizx? comparison, achieved
through the use of analyt.ical critical point models.““- 27Unfortunately, the established approach of fitting the second
derivative is difikult when the band structure and the experimcntal results are not well established, as is the case for
most ceramics. We thercfcare fit the spectra using an
umd@wz tided model.” The interband transition strength
J,,: is proportional to (h*l)‘tr”. As with other optical properties, we can define a complex J,, as

where i- is the usual complex dielectric function and the
asterisk denotes cornplea conjugation. For computational
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FIG. 3. The interband transition strength has been modeled using balanced sets of analytical critical point line shapes for both experiment (a)
and theory (b).

convenience, we take the prefactor (m2fii-‘e-‘)
to be
unity. The complex interband transition strength is then fit
to
f,,,-i

(

C-t (hv)‘-

; A~&x(hv-EkfiTIc)“k

* (29
1
.

C is a comples constant, hv is photon energy, and k indexes the critical points (CPs). The CP parameters are *‘lk,
Sk, Ek, rk, and rl2~, respectively identified as the amplitude, phase, energy, width, and dimensional exponen?’ for
each critical point. Individual critical points are grouped
into sets corresponding to transitions between a valenceand conduction-band pair. Transitions between a valence
and a conduction band have well defined energies for the
onset and exhaustion of transition strength. By demanding
that Re[J,J arising from each set is asymptotic to zero at
energies well outside the range of the set, we constrain the
model to physically realistic, halmced sets of CPs.
Figure 3 shows the models constructed using
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization for the Elc JCL,,both
as measured VUV and as calculated OLCAO/I,DA.
The
parameiers for these models are compared in Table I. Due
to band splitting at the valence- and conduction-band
edges, a double, overlapping set was used to model the low
energy feature with a single saddle point.
Each of the critical points can be referenced to the
band structure of AIN. The calculated band diagram indicates that ,41N has a direct band gap occurring at the Ipoint with an energy separation of 4.5 eV, which is considerably lower t.han the 6.3 eV found experimentally.
However, LDA calculations generally give lower than observed values for the gap.
A two-dimensional CP has been assigned to t.he band
gap, suggesting that the reduced effective mass is consid-
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TABLE I. The fit parameters for the models of experiment and theory are
compared. The models had a reduced xL of 62, with C=ZO.OS+i1.34
(experiment) 2 of 48, with C=25.93+il.87
(theory).
Critical pt.
k/type
l/o,

~/DO
3/01
‘+I/4
5/D2
6iDo
710,
S/D2
9/S”

Energy ( eV )

Width (eV)

Amplitude

Expt.

Theory

Expt.

Theory

Expt.

Theory

6.29
8.02
8.6s
9.16
10.39
10.22
14.00
25.67
33.85

4.69
6.86
8.54
9.10
9.87
9.24
12.31
16.87
33.03

0.38
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.78
0.78
1.84
5.64

0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.30
0.78
1.18
10.0

1.32
3.17
4.45
2.32
2,18
1.16
1.08
0.99
26.13

0.11
1.21
1.32
0.29
1.07
1.23
1.91
1.14
36.2

erably different in one of the three directions. From the
calculated band structure results, the reduced masses are
prd,=0.36,
,urAK=0.37, and ~r+~=0.16.
So ,++a is
43% of p in the other directions. Table II presents a
scheme for assigning the critic.al point energies to specific
transitions where the majuscule labels the symmetry with
reference to Fig. 2, and the subscripts index the set membership and type of critical point. Orbital origins, based on
the partial DOS from the OLCAO/LDA
calculation, aid
in identifying the nature of transition typical of each set,
although we recognize that they are not formally correct.
The optical response of single crystal AlN includes
several prominent features which were resolved into three
sets of balanced critical points. The first set ranges from the
band gap at 6.3-10.4 eV, the point at which transitions
between the upper valence band and lower conduction
band are exhausted. The conventional direct gap fit of
a”(h)‘,
with the absorption coefficient, 01,calculated from
the first set, gives a gap of 6.2 eV. Based on analysis of the
orbital decomposition of the density of states, this set was
attributed to transitions between N 2p to Al 3s states.
These lower energy features have a quasi-two-dimensional
character, which is suggested by the existence of a single
sharp maximum in the optical response at 8.7 eV.
Above 10.2 eV, another set of features appears, which
is also two dimensional in character, and includes an onset
at 10.2 eV, a logarithmic divergent peak at 14.0 eV, and a
broad interband maximum centered at 25.7 eV. This set is
identified with transitions between Al=-N bonding states
and Al 3p antibonding states. A third set, at much higher
TABLE II. Assignment of features in the elexztronic structure of PLlN.
Energy
CeV)
6.3
8.0
8.7
9.2
10.4
10.2
14.0
25.7
33.9
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Type
43
Du
4
4
4
4
4
4
&

Assignment
r 0I
r:,,
AlI
Hz,
Hi,
‘401
ri2
Hz:,
r Q?

Interband
A(eV)
4.5
7.2
9.9
1 I.5
12.5
11.1
13.2
19
27-37

Predominant orbital
character

N 2p-+Al 3s

A1zxN-.Al
N 2p~Al3d
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3p

energies, could not be resolved into discrete critical points
and was modeled as a broad zero-dimensional feature at
33.8 eV, probably arising from N 2s to Al 3d transitions.
The optical response calculated from the LDA band
structure was also resolved into three sets of balanced critical points. Using the same orbital character assignments,
the predicted energies for the N 2p to Al 3s set of transitions agreed closely with the experiment, except at the
band gap. The energies for the Al-lN to Al 3p set of transitions were lower than experimental values by about 2 eV.
The N 2s to AI 3d transitions did not appear as a coherent
set, however, the calculated response did include transitions in this energy range.
The authors are grateful for the assistance of D. J.
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